28	part II, General Principles
Administra-       (c) Do the Executive and Judiciary exercise each other's functions ?
tive courts, ft jg ij]e to boast of an independent Judiciary if major justiciable
issues are excluded from the jurisdiction of the courts and entrusted
to administrative authorities. (Statutes sometimes prescribe that
orders made by Ministers shall not be questioned in the courtsfc
There is a growing tendency to entrust justiciable issues to adminis-
trative courts or even to the decision of individual Ministers as final
arbiters. The reasons for this practice, which will be examined in
Jfrart VII.,1 are many: the expense of litigation; the belief that judges
are by their training at the Bar and outlook unfitted to decide issues
involving administrative policy; dissatisfaction with the judicial
method of interpreting statutes; the unsuitability of court procedure
for the decision of complicated technical issues. These are powerful
arguments in favour of the reference of many disputes involving
questions of public law to administrative courts. On the other hand,
it is :jyhen the citizen has a dispute with the State that he most needs
the protection of an independent tribunal There is general agree-
ment that except in times of grave emergency disputes involving
freedom of the person and freedom of speech should always be
heard by the ordinary courts. In regard to those administrative
disputes which arise from the entitlement of individuals to statutory
bertefits, e.g. pensions and all forms of national insurance, the solu-
tion has been found in the establishment of administrative courts
which preserve the best Features of normal judicial procedure, he,
publicity, reasonable certainty through adherence to precedent, the
publishing of reasons for decisions, and yet arc more appreciative of
the problems of administration and cheaper for the citizen. It is
generally accepted that there should be a right of appeal to an im-
partial tribunal where an administrative decision rejects a claim to
the payment of benefits or deprives an individual of his property.
There is no agreement as to whether the courts or an ad hoc adminis-
trative tribunal is to be preferred. The problem is not a simple one.
Moreover it is not easy to decide what is a justiciable issue, the
determination of which should He, at all events ultimately, with the
ordinary courts of law.tu ust as it is sometimes difficult to drawj line
^
,	~
distinguish jketwj^]	/Many
decisions given by judges involve the exercise^bTSfTicretion, e,g, the
passing of sentences for crimes or the award of damages, Many
administrative decisions involve the settlement of disputes. Primarily
the.judicial function involves the application of settled law to facts,
while an administrative decision is primarily determined by the
discretion of the administration in applying policy, but the line is
often blurred, and frequently the distinction appears one of form
» Part VIL, Chap, 5.

